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A Cup Of Iced Tea

A cup of homemade iced tea made
by our own mother

That was always appreciated
when we were young in
the hot summer days
that she would prepared for
us under no circumstances
even with a small task
No doubt about it is always
be tasteful and enjoyable

added sweet flavor ingredient
along with a sliced piece of lemon
and a banana cream pie

how could anyone resist to this
You can always add more cups
to fill up your thirst of request
With no cost of extra dime and penny

A cup of homemade iced tea
Just like a homemade giving spare
That filled you with a sense of need

A cup of homemade iced tea
Could be a special recipe treat

that cool you off with its own sip of refresh
A cup of homemade iced tea
Could bring you back with a countless of
laughter memories shared
so here is a cheer to everyone
with a sip of tasteful iced tea

A cup of homemade iced tea
Can be a reminder to all
That we all can take things
For granted despite with only a serve of tea
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A Mama's Words

Do you know that a mama's word is always right?
Whenever it is asking for the truth
Despite that we don't want to hear
With a seeking own advice
For nothing is too silly
From the bottom of the heart
With a genuine promise
Of wisdom and guidance
Never think of her otherwise
And place any doubt on her
Because she will never portray
With any sign of lies and betrayal
even from the bad and good time
A mama's word is filled with profound
To share with honest and sincere
Like many lessons that were learned
In a lifetime memory not to be forgotten
Only with a sense of gratitude
A mama's word is a testimony
Embrace from all walk of life
For the protection of love and care
from thick to thin
that never mislead
A mama’s word is always right
with its own instinct
To never second guess
Because she knows better than all
Do you all agree?
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A Precious Gift

A precious gift symbolizes for the meaning of give
Display from a sincere heart and thoughtful mind
To paint a thousand smile on a face
To carry you through the misery midst
To ease the pain of sorrow away
To share with a wisdom key
To embrace with encouragement
To dry up tears of devastation
To lift up a lonely spirit soul
This is a sign exude from a true friendship
To represent with a sense of care
In asking for nothing in return
That filled with great joy and pride
that must not be forgotten for anything
Because a such precious gift goes far beyond other
that no jewelry diamond or money can define
Should you find this precious gift always cherish it
with grace
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A Splendor Beauty

A splendor beauty comes in many forms of shapes and sizes

In the eyes of beholder

With the kindness heart of one true soul

No matter what age that it falls into

Or the content of skin color image pose

It lives within the inner beauty that one holds

that embrace you unwaveringly

with a sign of poise and grace display

that bring you with an uplift spirit of joy

unconditionally with no return of repay

Oh, a splendor beauty

It instilled in me with a sense of appreciation

With all precious things that come

For the generosity that you give

in a gratitude attitude

for the blessing that is received

in a delightful moment

Take it as a gift

Live to your fullest

And make the best out of it
Do not fill with it regret

Unless you take it for granted
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A Warrior

O, a warrior, O, a warrior, O, a warrior
Fighting with bravery and strenuous will
despite with a deeply wound bleed and tissue scars
Facing with a surpass of risk task
Through the hardship of battle field
Where great sacrifices were made
with untold legacy story behind
O, a warrior, O, a warrior, O, a warrior
An unsung hero we call that
Feel indebted with the respect of
patriotism and inspiration
That pay great tribute to
With an unselfishness act and contribution made
That we praise for his courageous and honor
To celebrate for his victory
And mourn for his loss
for he has put other needs before his
And beyond his own
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America

America, the great nation you are, you stand for pride and dignity

You represent for freedom and justice. No wonder everyone calls you the 'Land of Freedom'

America, the great nation you are, you taught us the values of equal opportunity

And because of you we've learned the true meaning of freedom with personal voice and opinion

You represent for human quality that we all should never take anything for granted only with gratitude and appreciation

You embrace us with open arms and humility when no one else with shelter, clothing, food, and love

You gave us a second chance to make this place where we are elated to call home and a sense of belongingness

America, the great nation you are, you strive us with your love of symbol colors: red, white, and blue.

It is so unique and remarkable to share this exuberant feeling when your flag is waving high in the sky

Everytime I look into this symbol colors my heart fills with joy and pride to call myself American

So, I salute to you America, the land of freedom for all you have given to us, like the refugee people us

America, the great nation you are, you represent for the uniqueness diversity that we all share

No doubt you embrace with a mixture of colorful thread of fabric that we all stand for united

You instilled in me with the meaning of brotherhood and sisterhood; we are no better than anyone except equal to one other
So, May God bless you America to be strong and thrive for many years to come
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Looking into a child's eyes
Sadness written on her
face knowing
that she will
be taken away
into a foster care
leaving her behind
with only shelter
and shattered hope
filling her with agony
and bitterness

Her goal is to find
a place that call home
and provide her with love
and care
Oh, fear no mo
Oh, fear no more
my child

Life should be fair and
kind to you as a promise
it will come with a matter of time
Oh, please cry no more
Oh, please cry no more
my child
oh, hang in there
oh, hang in there
because joy of celebration
will come with many wishes
that your heart
grant for
So, be happy it will come
Before you know it here
Because god will look after you
my child

□
Autumn Scenery

With the autumn scenery see
Displayed with golden auburn view
Unveiled with its true beauty color
Through the radiant sunlight aglow
That filled with crispy, coolness fresh air
Caressing against through the soft skin touch
With the hearing sound of rustling leaves
dancing from the top of the autumn trees
slipping down to the softness ground floor
Greeting others with a moving grace
Accompanied by the gentleness delight breeze
Leaving the branch trees going on bare
With a memory of a hometown
where I used to be
In the Southern state of Mississippi
Where Grandma used to tell story to me
How my childhood was spending there
Embraced with myriad joy of cherish
Bakery of sweet aroma bread
Homemade delicious meal
And sang of songs together
As inseparable we were
She was my angel guardian to be
With an inspirational filled me
Instilled by her generosity and humbleness
She taught me to be the best that I could be
With the autumn scenery see
It has set a special place in my heart
That hold with its own splendor view
In the eyes of beholder
Like grandma's presence
That was always filled with joy and pride
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Blue Ocean Wave

Blue ocean where thou go with your high speed wave

Wash one away in a big hurry display

In a fierce tornado stormy image portray

Seeking with no mercy to all

There is no game to play

Time is essence

Life is precious

So, remember to stay out of its way

Or else it can drown one to dismay

Blue ocean wave exhibits its own mighty say

in a roller coaster showcase

with its rest and race pace

Blue ocean wave it is such a breathtaking scenery

view with its own beautiful serene and clear crystal

blue color paint surreal

moving in deep emotion distance wave

leading with magical music play

back and forth sway

high and low stay

that capture your heart
with an incredible memory

that last you forever
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Butterfly

Butterfly where thou fly?
To search for its own freedom
With its clapping wings flying high in the air
Showcase with exquisite and delicate sign
With its own beauty and grace poise display
With the image symbol of joy and hope

Butterfly where thou fly?
To find the path of happiness journey
To celebrate different form of life
In a sense of appreciation and gratify

Butterfly where thou fly?
To pace in a hurry sight
Without any trace of sign

Butterfly where thou fly?
To dance and move in an elegant style
To greet mankind with her gracious kind
Fragile and soft as she may seem but strong and vibrant
In a speed run

Butterfly where thou fly?
To chase after her delight
In a vivid color splendor

Butterfly where thou fly?
To reach for her final destination
With every breath that she takes
until she subsided
With her wings collapsed
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Enjoy your day as it comes
with joy and appreciation
from sunlight to dawn
each minute to hour
embrace as it is your last
with no regrets for better or worst
cherish each precious moment
with each glory day that God brings you
with your counting blessing

Time is the essence
with each hour that we breath
with each memory we form
with each celebration that we create
with each step that we take

Live your life to the fullest
and make the best out of it
Karma is the seed that you sow
like a flower that you plant
from day one of your birth
to the final day of your absence

So seek kind to other
for the reward that you make
for the return of given
from your graciousness heart
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December

No sign of living earth
display like flowers and plants
can be found nearby
In the cold white
winter of
December’s season
Trees turn bare
Flowers withered
Plants died
Except for the sparkling
crystal sitting on the empty branch
Frozen the petals to ceased
Snow wrapping around underneath
the green flourish
with her white fur coat
covering up the earth
in her white blanket
driving away the beautiful
nature out of splendor sign
putting the living ones in
a peaceful rest
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Delicate Flower

Like a delicate flower I endured through
Many battles of stormy weather
Day and night
rain and shine
So that I can stay strong
Like a delicate flower I have survived
Through many hardship
Of thirst quest and bitterness cold
Never seek to give up
Like a delicate flower I have never
relinquish despite without a nurturing care
I still stand tall to carry my petals with
grace and pride
Like a delicate flower I have passed through
many capricious seasons to see
Yet, I am still hold myself up high
Like a delicate flower I was portray
As a fragile and vulnerable image scene
Above of all I have surpassed many more
With a sense of gratitude and poise
of an enchanting and exquisite display view
Through a mighty strength and will
Conquer with its own fear
To revive with the vivid blooming of color
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Like the ocean tide travel wave
It is written on the distinction of her face
drowning in the emotional weight
passing up and down along the pace
fighting through the heavily thunderstorm way
In a tirelessly effort display
With a much courageous and praise
In an unwaveringly stay
Of a mother own instinct pray
To protect her child as always
with her unselfishness portray
to provide for a better way
in seeking for her child's needs
Even mean putting herself at last
Only we all know how much of
a mother's love is so precious
with her sacrifice that has been made
That is incomparable like no other jewelry can
showcase
Not even money can buy and trade
This is the reason why we must never betray
our love for her
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Flower

Rose, a beautiful flower to be seen
So pretty to the eyes
So captivating to the sight
So vivid to the memories
So sweet to the smell

Waiting to cast its own beauty
Look! how beautiful the rose with its soft scarlet

Displaying her graceful pose for the world to see

But only few splendor would stay to bestow her beauty upon the audiences

Rose, like seed, it needs to be nurtured with love and care to grow into beautiful, enchanting flower
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Hope

Darkness falls across the shadow’s edge
Where I stand when the midnight hour is approaching
And it is leading me to the verge of fear
Shivering in a cold winter night with echoes of cries
Pain reverberates though my heart as tears bringing to my eyes
And capture with desperation and loneliness

I am submerging in my own feeling
As fear shooting through my vein
When needle of guilt attacking to my own conscious
From the midst of my dream

Is day or night? Is good or bad?
I am a song with no melody
I am a poem with no rhyme
And words with no forms are falling from my lips

My dream is shattered as I am feeling devastated
Like a boat that lost its own directions
My heart is lost for the give of love
But only left for the bitterness and hopelessness
I am no longer wishing for the blessing of life only
for death

But hope has taken me back to earth and encourage me to wait
for the devastating moment to come to with a rewarding one

Oh! Nature is beside me and I can feel her smiling at me
Like a blue violet flower lifting her head up
and water river continue to flow like life shall be carrying on

I then discover the light of my dream reach to the blue sky
Like a blooming flower with a pink and white streak upon the horizon

Greeting me with a pure joy and pride
I then burst into tears of my victory like prize in triumph bring home
Ah! At last I get to drink the sweet wine that I’ve never tasted before
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I Still Stand Strong

No matter where faith has taken me to....
I.... still stand strong
I must confess when life knocks me down with absolute
I.... still stand strong
I must say when obstacle comes between me
I.... still stand strong
I must tell when others have rejected me...
I... still stand strong
I must admit when the world has turned against me
I.... still stand strong
I must agree when failure has defeated me
I.... still stand strong
Through all the hardship that I face
I.... still stand strong
Through all the suffering that I endured
I... still stand strong
Despite of all I survived
I ... still stand strong
Whether I failed or....
succeed
I... still stand strong
To overcome of all cause
And I am a living prove
To those who have lost in their faith
Stand strong is the key word
To help refine yourself
To become a champion AGAIN
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Kitten

She is sweet, cute and adorable
She wears a golden shining collar around her soft
white fur neck embrace like a sparkling necklace
she has big old blue eyes with a sweet
innocent look captures your heart
that you wouldn't dare to hurt her

She is lovely and vibrant
She plays like a child
jumping around with
her claws rolling the yarn
and turns her belly around like
she is swimming upside down
and she would come to me and kiss me
when I call out
her name, come here kitten girl
and she would blink her eyes and
wave her tail high in the air
and sing to me meow, meow, meow

She brings joy to me everyday
with her outgoing personality
She likes to jump into my lap and be
cuddled to sleep like a baby when
I come home to her

She would greet me with her gracious smile
and pose her elegant stage presence when she sees me
she is a pleasure to be around and hang out with
she would come in a hurry to comfort me even with
a small sneeze come out of my mouth
with a question of meow, meow, meow
She always says good night to me in her
familiar language meow, meow, meow,
She is not just a toy to me but a
buddy to me

I would not trade her for anything
because she is precious to me
even though she is ONLY a kitten girl
I still love her to death
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Love Me Or Love Me Not

So, do you love me or love me not

Many thousand days and nights I ask for your return

But no sign of word comes from you

Tears of sadness filled my lonely heart to ask for your response

So, do you love me or love me not

There is nothing or place I have rather be with you my sweetheart

My heart will always be with you

And forever I am always yours

So, do you love me or love me not

The answer still remains unknown

There is nothing I have not rather do for you my sweetheart

I share this with you because you truly deserve to know

Because I love you more than life itself

And find you more precious than my own self

And this is so true and real to say

So, do you love me or love me not

Your passion and embrace is what my heart is aching for

And I am wondering if you ever coming back to see me

For the last time to tell me if you find me wanted

So, do you love me or love me not
To be together to be reunited with our love

Or with the words of sadly good-bye

With the separate ways we go about on our own
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March

It is the charming month of March when all the flowers lift their head up from the ground

Trees grow high and tall ferns sprout stretching, yawning, and awaking from their slumber

Pansies, daisies, violets, tulips, roses, and narcissus form a bright colorful parade on the grass

O, the lovely young March shall return now with their rich gifts and dazzling

Oh, Mother Nature is singing and celebrating its joy and happiness

Each heart is dancing with ecstatic in greeting the young March arrival

Its beauty is calling upon like a petal spreading into a beautiful red rose and abounding with the sweet scene

No one on earth can surpass her congeniality and charming. She has a beauty graced by God's love

Look! how beautiful the flowers with their soft petals and graceful pose displaying their enchanting in the radiant

The leaves are green, lush, changing, maturing, and drifting slowly on the ground, waiting to be shown its own beauty for mankind to view, but only few splendor would stay

Oh! the air is filling with the sweet aroma. Such smelling has a taste of sweet wine and a sense of joy capturing the capricious heart
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Memories

You love for me has faded away like a beautiful red rose that has budded, blossomed, and died when the cold winter arrived and frozen the lovely, pretty flower.

There were moments of happiness in my life when I shared the joy of crying, laughing, and comforting you but now these days were gone like a spring season has passed away.

I was awakened from my dream wishing my shining knight would come to rescue and embrace me in his arms but there was never one!

He flashed away so quickly that I hardly see him perhaps he only came to peep and never meant to here I was filled with bitterness and confusion.

Echo of my inner voice whispered in me:

Oh, shed no tears! Oh, shed no tears!
Weep no more! Oh, weep no more!
Dry your eyes! Oh, dry your eyes!

Why did he came and vanished away in a quick hurry
I was taught to ease my discomfort and gave my blessing to my loved one despite that we went on our own separate ways

Every time I come to find a red rose the sight of the flower reminds of my loved one.

And still I take good care of the rose with the symbol of my love for him.

With a cherish memory of spring season that I should not forget As long as I should live.
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Money

O, money, money, money
but only a tangible thing
That brings your wish come true

O, money, money, money
but only a tangible thing
that can buy you a nice gift like
new Mercedes car
sparkling jewel diamond
nice big old house

O, money, money, money
but only a tangible thing
can grant what your heart desire
it can build you rich
and bring wealth
to you

O, money, money, money
but only a tangible thing
can make you become greedy
so, don't take it for granted
spend it wisely or
you will go broke

O, money, money, money
but only a tangible thing
that can't buy love
because it is the precious thing
to have in the world
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My Child

There sit my sweet child as
he was born yesterday.
The bonding between a mother
and her child
through 9 months
inside of a mother's womb
was an incredible and
precious feeling

I remember the first day he
came into this world with many
emotional joy and tears as I
held him in my arms
I said to myself this is such a
miracle and blessing
To have a little angel
Oh, he was the tiny and cute little
bundle as I rock him to sleep every night

There sit my child he was
young and innocent
display with his teddy bear toy
As I looked across from the room
from the distance watching
him learn how to crawl
and walk he was so sweet
and adorable
His rosy cheeks,
chubby face, blonde hair
and blue-eyed
his eyes lightened up with joy
and ecstatic as he
called me mama
to be cuddled
in my arms
Oh, he was such a mama’s joy
and pride I would not trade him
for anything in the whole wide world
Now my little precious child
has grown up to be
a fine, handsome young
man that made his
mama proud to call him her son
He often tells me that
I am the best mother that he could
ever ask for the love and care that
I instilled in him to be the amiable
person that he is today
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My Darling Angel

Many thousand days can't replace for one
precious moment I spend time with you

Many words I find can't describe my love for you

Only tears of joy can display so

Many thousand days can't replace for the shared of joy and laughter
that we have it is amazing and blessing

Many beautiful roses I see but nothing is nearly as gorgeous as you
are with the passion and grace you pose

Your gracious smile ease away the sadness of my
sorrowful days

Dry the tearful eyes

Chase away the heartache

Lift up my spirit from the gloomy soul

And filling in happiness for the lonely heart

Oh, my darling angel, you are my inspiration,
my future and my dream

I shall treasure you till's death we apart

because you are like a precious gift send it from God
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My Hero

Walking through the darkness day, I feel no fear because your love taught me not to

With many obstacles I overcome because your love gave me the strength to fight

Like a soulmate you are chasing away the sorrowful days of my grief with your magic wand

You gave me a shoulder to lean on when I am falling and embracing in your arms with your affectionate like a warm blanket

You gave me the voice when I couldn't speak
You gave me the vision when I couldn't see
You gave me the guidance when I am lost
Like God you're protecting me from harm and let no others hurt me

It's such a great joy and blessing to have you in my life
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My Sweet O, Daisy Lady

O’ daisy, O’ daisy, O’ daisy
My sweet O’ daisy lady
the lovely flower thou are
in the eyes of beholder

O’ daisy, O’ daisy, O’ daisy
My sweet O’ daisy lady
with white, yellow, purple
host of parade
display high in an elegant style
showcase with pride in its own truly
beauty colorful radiant smiles
casting its sweet perfume soothing smell
for those who come by

O’ daisy, O’ daisy, O, daisy
My sweet O’ daisy lady
Thou petal crowns are dancing lively
with poise in the warm air breeze
across the green flourish splendor
meadow field like a choir play
under the blue clear horizon sky
Greeting others with your warm
jubilant and jolly kind

Butterflies skipping around joining
miss O’ daisies flowers with the crowd
to sing a song
Honey bees chasing around the petal crowns
to play hide and seek

O’ daisy, O’ daisy, O’ daisy
My sweet O’ daisy lady
Thou are one truly kind
For to be a special design
In the eyes of witness sake
With a vivid image portray
To claim to be a beauty grace
compare to all other dazzling flowers
that come across to stay
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Myself

As long as I shall live I must always be
myself and no other, but myself

I'd decided never to walk in anyone's shadow
whether I fail or succeed as long as I shall live

Because I'd found the love within myself
  The past was my heritage
  The present is my responsibility
  The future is my goal
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Never Have I

Never have I feel so intrigued by your soft touch caress skin

Never have I thought to be captured by your enrich grace beauty

Never have I imagine to be connected to your heart and soul under the magic spell

Never have I seen such gorgeous eyes like a sparkling diamond that take my breathe away

Never have I am so mesmerized by your sweet and luscious lips like a strawberry to suck on

Never have I want you to lose you out of my sight because you are a darling to me

Never have I wanted to hurt you as much as I treasure and love you like no other days without you

Never have I am so touched to witness the abundant joy and delight you bring into my life like the shared of laughter and blessing

Never have I believe to find a person whom I claim you to be my soul mate

Never have I am so ecstatic and grateful with the gift that god has sent you to me

For that I will never take you for granted through eternity
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Opportunity

I live under a broad horizon sky
that filled with endless space
in heavenly white cloud sits on top of me
next to the tall mountain stands beside me
with the blue ocean surrounds me
radiant shines on me in summer July
raindrop pours on me in April shower
to witness my sorrow and joy
in life despite that
I went through
bad or good
poor or rich
sadness or laughter
I still move on to live
to create a new opportunity
to embark in a journey
to make it as a legacy
for me to say that I did it
First
I should always
Embrace with an open-minded
Display with a gracious smile
Retain with a positive attitude
To share my thought of gratitude
To know that I am given with a chance
To make the best out of it
And learn not to take anything for granted
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I am a poet
with each descriptive I make
Can relate to you

I am a poet
with each letter I write
Can symbolize your thought

I am a poet
with each feeling I share
Can touch your heart

I am a poet
with each word I speak
Can convey your message

I am a poet
with each character I describe
Can identify you

Like others say...

A poet is a man with his own mind
and creative art to translate words into reading

I am a poet and proud to be one
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Refugee

When is asked what is your name?
I replied it is refugee
And oh why is that? The reason is I am a man that has lost his homeland to war
To escape away from a thousand miles
To find a secure place with a sense of belongingness and acceptance
Even in a cold stormy weather, sickness, vomiting and hunger I endured
My strong-willed and determination pursue me to carry on to hope for
a brighter future and promises
You see I came across to the land of Great America..... that itembraced me with
humility to open a new door with a greater opportunity to rebuild a prosperity life
in which I called a second home
Only to know that I must start from a scratch with a bare hand and feet
That was my goal and inspiration to witness for my children to live
surpass me.
It has given me the voice to speak, the freedom to express, opportunity to look
How can I not be grateful, indeed I am
So, when you see other refugee out there
DO NOT JUDGE me as I plead
I have learned to be on my thick skin
to stand high and seize with every second chance never to take anything for
granted
When life is tough and knock me down
I carry myself back up and stand tall and be tougher than life itself
I am humble to call myself an American
to learn the true value of freedom and its meaning
In a place that filled with a melting pot and multi-cultural diversity
For that I salute to you,
the Great America you are,
in all we stand together
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Roses

Red soft petal rose
with her sharp thorn touch
bloom in the air
filled with sweet perfume smell
exude in her high graceful stand
in her green flourish display
so captivating to the view
bring vivid memory to the scene
with great passion love

Yellow soft petal rose
with her sharp thorn touch
bloom in the air
with her radiant smile
showcase in her bright and vibrant
distinct color of display to the world
with a sense of hope and revive

Pink soft petal rose
with her sharp thorn touch
bloom in the air
embrace you with its warmth feeling exquisite
cast its own beauty splendor
to her secret admirer
with a sense of elegant and calmness

White soft petal rose
With her sharp thorn touch
bloom in the air
imprint you with
her pure innocent image
with a sense of honesty care
So, which is thou favorite pick?
Each flower carries in such unique way
like woman portray
only to see her inner beauty side
to form a mind
Summer Heat

In the summer light
We do see the radiant smile bright
that captured by her golden
fever heat

Under the flaming torch light
Sweat under heavy heat
that require with a quick shower plead
3 times per day and there is in no joke!

Heat stroke is formed
Yes, this is so insane to say
But oh my god!
This is so truth

With the thirst quest
of a cool delight
Is a MUST
For a refreshing air
To embrace with
a lively dancing breeze

To wash off the dirty heat

for wishing to travel far away
In a distance to stay
where it belongs
that shall never return

To leave us alone
Because it is unbearable
with the thought of the summer heat
is coming back
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Sunshine

You are the sunshine of my life that filters me with your warmth like the radiant sunlight lighten up in the gloomy days

You are the sunshine of my life that removes the foggy from the cloudy days

You are the sunshine of my life that chases away the ice cold snow from the bitterness winter in December

You are the sunshine of my life that brings the spirit through the darkness shadow

You are the sunshine of my life that guides me through the black tunnel when things go dark and blind

You are the sunshine of my life that embraces me with hope and joy despite when things are falling apart

You are the sunshine of my life that brings comfort to ease away the pain and sorrow when things turn into disaster

You are the sunshine of my life that shown me the after shower beautiful rainbow sky

You are the sunshine of my life that brings laughter to brighten me up in the sadness time

Without you life comes to an end with a meaningless atmosphere for me
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Sweet True Love

Stars twinkle above the dark sky

As we pace along under the moonlight shadow

Hands holding and caressing

As we are the only two people around

Sharing in the soft spoken love song

Dancing in the air

Golden music flow in our ears

Lips pressing against each other

Heartbeat never rest

With palm hands sweat fast

Tinkling feeling traveling down to our body

Gazing never leave our sight

Cupid arrow must shoot through our heart

This is must be LOVE

Because I can feel it in my heart

How about you my sweetheart?

Do you feel the same sensational vibration?

the desire to kiss and cuddle

with our warmth body against each other

and the connection of spirit soul embrace us together
We promise to be best friend forever

From thick through thin

For poor or rich

If the answer is YES

Then we are meant for each other

So what are you waiting for?

Let's begin our love journey

to reach for the milestone

until we both grow old

and death we are apart
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The Ballerina Girl

Happiness aglow on her lovely face as she dances gracefully across the stage entertaining others with her musical story

With her soft kind exquisite feather bow head and silk white dress like a precious doll

Greeting others with her radiant and gracious smile as she shows off her double spinning turn

That fills you with joy and delight as she leaps high in the air and comes down like a feather

Slowly

Softly

Smoothly

And reach to the ground with her tip toes and capture your heart and soul with her spell that no others can see except with magical display

Oh, the ballerina girl, she reminds me of her grace poise and innate beauty that given by God's love

Unconditionally

Kindly

Elegantly

Pride exudes on the ballerina's face as she takes her final bow to the audiences before she exits off the stage

Silently

Gently
Humbly

Hanh Chau
The Beautiful Rainbow

Here comes the beautiful rainbow
with her magnificent radiant displaying
arch of design in yellow, blue, red, and
green color showcase
on the sky
after the cold rain
shower
subsides and
greet by the
bright sunny delight
so captivating
to the view
so vivid
to the sight
from God's
hand paint brush
image display upon
the blue horizon

Your heart is filled with
the exuberant joy

Your mind is mesmerizing

by the colorful symbol kind

Your hands want to
touch the creative

art sign above the
blue sky

Oh, the beautiful rainbow

She is such an enchanting to watch

above from the distant horizon

imprint you with a sweet

image smile and embrace you with

a fascinating scene like no

other can design

she is so rare to find

only to be seen after

the rain turns herself away

with the clear blue sky appears

Hanh Chau
The Beautiful Rose

The beautiful resplendent, vivid rose showcase of her enchanting splendor imagine display view that mesmerize you with pure joy In an elegant form of poise with a delicate soft tenderness touch Accompany with her sharp pitch thorn And green flourish exquisite droplet leaves Along with her amicable personality exude symbolizes for all beauty and radiant in the eyes of beholder The beautiful resplendent, vivid rose stand for grace and pride in a wide array of lively color image hues with red symbolizes for great love passion yellow instilled for hope and vibrant pink stands for sincerity and purity The beautiful resplendent, vivid rose form a host of parade under the sunlight Red, yellow, pink, gracious pose In her gentleness dance body sway In the warm air breeze light greeting you in her dazzling smile that take your breath away with an everlasting enjoy memory

Hanh Chau
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The Beautiful Sunset

Like the beautiful sunset with her unveiled and radiant display golden color paints across the blue sky reminds us of her beautiful, enchanting scenery image picture to see.

Each of the striking scenery portrays a sign of God's grace creative design to view and enjoy.

Such magnificent view has captured on us with its breath taking scenery like the rebirth of spring March that no words can describe only with a sense of exhilaration and rejuvenation.

Like the beautiful and colorful of all green nature creators are returning from their slumbers in greeting mankind with their splendor flourish.

Above we stand is the spectacular view of the majestic sunset with the orange painted color across the sky that leaves us with an indelible impression by God's magic made decorations

Below is Mother Nature is calling out to everyone to seize this precious moment with the farewell hour glass

Like each sunset it symbolizes for the cherished moment that we all need to embrace with the given opportunity.

Until then it will be another new day for us to look back to recap of all the fondness memories that we all share and treasure

Hanh Chau
The beauty she is, she walks across all different phases of life and yet show with such elegant display to enlighten others

The beauty she is, she speaks like an angel and exude with graceful poise despite when others deny her

The beauty she is, she possess with a sparkling touch on her gracious face to shine a light on others

The beauty she is, she reminds me of a green flourish evergreen tree, strong and vibrant to survive when face with stormy and disaster weather

The beauty she is, she is filled with optimistic and persistent when life lets her down

The beauty she is, she carries with a joyful personality with greatness and appreciation for life

The beauty she is, she is always so uplifting and exuberant for the love of passion in life

The beauty she is instilled in me with great moral and true character to be

The beauty she is, exemplify with honesty and graciousness to treat others

The beauty she is, she glows with radiant and sincere that put others at ease and a jolly smile
She embodies with courageous strength
and determination like a great tall
mountain stands high in the blue sky

And the beauty she is....... 
She comes to know my very own dearest mother

Hanh Chau
The Blue Sea

Do you see the big blue sea
out there in the old stormy wave
that can take your breath away
Do you believe the big blue sea
out there in the old stormy wave
that can wrap you up in a big old hurry
that can wash you away
Do you believe the big blue sea
can be very scary if you are not
careful it can drown you to death
So, please be careful not to slip in
a hurry, always look ahead where you
are going to prevent from tripping
Do you see the blue sea out there
far away from the cold, foggy weather
that tells you how dangerous it is not able to
see what is ahead of you like life it is
unpredictable.

Hanh Chau
The Brave Soldier Men

It is our brave solider men that risk their lives to fight and protect our country

It is their loyalty and bravery that symbolizes for the meaning of love and unity that we all stand for

It is these solider men that we take pride and pay respect for the sacrifices that they have made

It is these solider men remind of us the loss of lives and the shed blood is priceless and unforgettable to their beloved ones and families

It is these solider men define what a great nation America exemplify for strong-willed and faith

It is these soldier men diligent duties to their fellow citizens and country men that make each and every one of us a proud American

In all it is our duties and responsibilities to salute and honor these bold and courageous soldier men for their patriotism and unselfishness act to serve our country

Hanh Chau
Above stand is the blue majesty sky
Below is the grand scenery of the cascading water flow displays
in a such breath taking and magnificent sight
like a water facet running down from the high cliff edge
Bringing down a big erode splash to the river with its dripping wet
Causing the flowing with no time to rest like a roller coaster in a rapid pace
Filling the thirst kind with her fresh droplets
Above stand is the blue majesty sky
Below is the grand scenery of thrill and excitement with all the spectacular cold
wash and green flourish view
Above stand is the blue majesty sky
Below is the grand scenery of the cascading water flow displays her graceful and
soothing music hear to those who visit her
Above stand is the blue majesty sky
Below is the grand scenery of the cascading water flow displays in her tall and
high mighty pose
symbolizes for her greatness and strength like no other can outshine her
So, watch out and don't play game with her because she can flush you away in a
quick shower

Hanh Chau
The Fearless Rose

O, the fearless rose
Shall thou not feel inferior
When life comes to you in a midst of crisis
Stand tall and high to seek for courage
With its own protection
Of sharp pitch thorn
And a radiant smile

O, the fearless rose
The truly beauty of all
Exude with her exquisite look
Despite that life is not perfect and flawless
There is always battle of storm to fight
Shall thou not feel deny
This is all life has to go through

O, the fearless Rose
Fighting for her own life through
droplet rain and bitterness cold
refuse to give up and surrender
persist to carry on her strength
To conquer her fear of all
Until her red delicate petal blooming
In the renewal of spring season come again
Making her standout of all
This is what showcase her as a unique one
that no others can compare to her
with a sense of inspiration and resilient
and for that
I emulate her

Hanh Chau
The Image Of An Evergreen Tree

The image of my beloved mother reminds me of an evergreen tree with the sign of her unconditional love for her children

The only one that can withstand frost and heat in a hot and bitterness cold without any kind of fear sign

Her beauty love is like the color of the ever green tree it stays green and flourish all year long through many disasters she endures

And yet she still displays strong as like the high, tall, mighty mountain despite with rain and stormy weather she faces

She still survives through the circumstances and remains calmness just like her unselfishness care and love for her children

The image of my beloved mother reminds me of an evergreen tree with the sign of her unwavering strength and undying love

The only one that never fade or die with her flourish love for nature like the nurturing care for her children

Her beauty love is what we all aching for and she will never turn you down

She still always stick by you from thick through thin when the world turn against you

And yet she will look out for you when no one else does

This is the reason why she is so precious, loving, caring, special, and endearing to all of us

Hanh Chau
The Lily Flower

Oh, lily, oh, lily the enchanting lily flower she is adorable and kind unfold with thou magical beauty poise in her highness stand from the crown with a sincerity of joy and vivid image

Oh, lily, oh, lily so captivating to the eyes in her humbleness and exquisite style

Oh, the enchanting lily flower she is so delicate and elegant with her tenderness touch show so treat her with nurture care and kind

Oh, lily, oh, lily gracious lily she comes in many form of display petal showcase to see

She is captured to all with her spectacular view in white, yellow, orange, pink multi-colored form of parade with her gracious smile greet upon us that enthralled our heart and soul

Oh, lily, oh, lily the enchanting lily flower she is one of special kind with the splendor bloom that she brings to fill with delight

Oh, lily, oh, lily the enchanting lily flower she is exuded with her soft brilliant grace speak color dazzle in the spring sign with her sweet scene of refreshing air leaving us with her indelible sense

Oh, lily, oh, lily the enchanting lily flower she is charming and radiant with her vibrant personality that embraced us with her reviving stage presence

Hanh Chau
The Midnight Summer

In an August midnight summer scene
A lonely, despair heart is reaching out
to pray for a true miracle to take place
in a long absence of her loved one
in her sadness, teary eyes, and deepest voice
Listening to her own broken heart song
With a gaze at the moonlight shadow
Surrounding by a serene hour
With a companion of breeze wind
Embracing with a curiosity
Why love is a mystery
Far above is the twinkle star sky
As she points to
With a spare soul and empty hold
of sensation send
Across is a milestone of travel distance
through the body ocean wave
Silent became her friend
As if God can only read her mind
To find the true answer where about
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In seeking to be reunited with her loved one

Hanh Chau
The Pink Rose

Oh, the pink rose, the exquisite beauty you are
with its fragile petal that bloom into an enchanting one
Glowing with sophisticate and radiant at each gracious smile
with soft and tenderness skin touch display
Symbolizes for peace and sincere personality
Showcase with your sweet aroma splendor
Strong and resilient with your sharp thick thorn
Oh, pink rose, the marvelous and glory you are
Filled me with your green flourish uplifting spirit
with a perseverance attitude despite face in life
Oh, the pink rose it is your sensational poise that drawn me to your mesmerize
You captured with joy and pride in an elegant style surpass many other with your beauty charisma that come to know

Hanh Chau
The Poppy Flowers

The lovely radiant poppy flowers to be exude in their own brilliant essence to see display with their grace splendor beauty embrace others with their humbleness joy bow to with their body sway in the breeze and dance sprightly along with the wave stand tall and high with their elegant poise greet upon at those with a gracious smile Showcase in a land of flower blooming field in an exquisite host of march parade that produce with a mesmerize gaze The lovely amber poppy flowers to be Flourish in the lovely spring air Aglow with a gleeful of crowd join Soothing all with serenity In a pleasure to say that they are the true beauty to portray

Hanh Chau
The Secret Of My Love

Flame of love has placed in my heart through eternity

My love for you is like the passing day growing
deeper and deeper with every second

Every time, I see a host of flowers the merest
sight of this beauty reminds me of you

Though many years had passed,
The radiant face, sparkling eyes,
caring heart, warmth embrace,
feverish body and fiery passion
have still produced a great image
of you in my mind

Your love for me is like
electricity sending million
of vibrations racing from my head
to toes with jubilation

I longed to be by your side
I yearned to feel your body close to mine

Every time, I gazed into your sparkling eyes,
a deep lust of desire held inside

of me exude like a withered flower asking for its water
Marvelous of urgeness spreads over my body in needing for your affectionate and caressing

A true love is like a seed, it needs to be nurtured with tenderness and caring in order to grow into an enchanting flower

Therefore, I will always treasure my love for you 'til death we apart

Hanh Chau
The Spring Season

It is the lovely spring season arriving in March
that brings us with joyful thought with a fresh start

Oh, she greets us with her breeze smile on the spot
She even exude us with her colorful hue sight of flowers
Display in a grace stance with a sweet aroma smell in the air
showcase its green flourish shade to the scene

Oh, the spring season
it comes with the rejoice moment to confirm us that time
is the essence to every second that we take

Oh, the spring season
her presence is a cherish to take
with every possibility that she makes for us to enjoy life
and enliven human spirit with the enchanting blooming view
to remind us with many forms of celebration that we make

Oh, the spring season
she is the reason why we all embrace with the rebirth
of life in her vivid memory to come

Oh, the spring season,
she taught us the value of precious life
that we only live once
so make the best out of it

while we can with no regrets behind

Hanh Chau
The Sweet Flower

Sweet and kind
to touch

Soft and fragile
to caress

Pretty and adorable
to watch

Lovely and delicate
to see

Elated and joyful
to have

She blooms when
you fill her with water

She dies when you
leave her dry
☐

She is famous to know
☐
And delight to show
☐
With her cheerful personality

and luscious petal lips and green flourish

She cares for you to
☐
share her enchanting beauty
☐

She comes in pink, purple,
☐
yellow and red colors
☐
She is my favorite because
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She is elegant and vibrant

If you are wondering who she is

Her name ......is tulip

If you see her please treat
her nice and kind

Hanh Chau
The Yosemite Mountain

Oh, the Yosemite mountain there she is... stands tall and high like no other can reach up to her

She exudes with confidence and a spectacular grandeur display scenery that captivated by her breathtaking view

Oh, the Yosemite mountain there she is...stands tall and high. She symbolizes for strength and perseverance like no other can defeat her

Oh, the Yosemite mountain there she is... stands tall and high. She instills in me with her gracefulness majesty poise

She brings you with a sense of significant and exuberant feeling that makes you feel on top of the world like no other can

Oh, the Yosemite mountain there she is... stands tall and high. She exhibits with a sense of bravery and fearlessness stance despite when disaster arrives

Oh, the Yosemite mountain there she is... stands tall and high. I wish I would be like her because she demonstrates with a strong character

Oh, the Yosemite mountain there she is... stands tall and high. She embraces you with a positive attitude in life anything is possible with determination.

Oh, the Yosemite mountain there she is... stands tall and high. She presents you with an incredible image of nature power from God's will

So, I ask you please don't take her for granted

Be grateful that she serves an inspirational in our lives

To lead with a great role model

legacy story behind us

That makes us proud to shine
Hanh Chau
What If I Could

What If I could be a rain
to refresh you with a
small drop of hope
to wash away the sadness of say

What if I could be a rainbow after
the April shower to create
a colorful scenery in your paint

What If I could be a radiant sun
to exude a smile on your face
to bring a shining light into
your life

What If I could be a lyric
to bring you with a melody song
to cheer you on

What If I could be a humming bird
to chase you all around
to skip town with you

What If I could be your magic wand
to grant what your heart
is wishing for

What if I could ease away
the sorrowful day
to embrace you with a delightful way

What if I could take away the burden of pain
To set you free from suffering

I would do for you in no time
because I have love you
more than life
itself
Hanh Chau
Winner

A winner never gives up
To refuse with the obstacles
coming through the way
to overcome the barrier
with its own truth purpose
To seek for success
And embrace failure as an opportunity
With a learning experience
To make a change
From a different perspective
To encourage others to feel the same
To know that it is not ashamed to fail
only to stand up and never to quit
to walk away with confidence
with a smile on the face
to make the best out of it
when life comes to with defeat
to be tougher than itself
and take "no" for an answer
when things are falling apart
to getting back up and keep on going
until it reaches for own goal
from the impossible
to make it into a reality

Hanh Chau
Yellow Rose

Oh, the yellow rose, my favorite rose of all flowers
She is beautiful, lovely and vibrant with her yellow color
She stands tall, exquisite, and graceful with her
elegant display pose

Even with her soft petal touch and sharp pitch thorn
symbolizes for her femininity and strength
She is sweet and sensible so please treat her nice
Do not let her go out of your sight and nurture her
with kindness

Oh, the yellow rose that is my favorite rose of all flowers
She exhibits for friendship and gratitude to all
She is beautiful, lovely, and vibrant with her great genuine
personality she exemplify

Even though she is only an enchanting flower she still
needs our love and care with water to fill her

So, please don't mistreat her or else she will wither and
die in a hurry

Oh, the yellow rose that is my favorite rose of all flowers
She may not be the beauty queen to all
But she is sincere at heart and truly kind to all
She lifts up our spirit with her vivid, vibrant yellow
image color with love and hope

So, please don't let her beautiful yellow petal drop
Or else she will go dry and die

Hanh Chau
You

You hold the key to my heart

and do please keep it safe

because only you can open the key to my heart and

fill it with love

I hope you will always keep it and share it with no others

because you hold a special place in my heart

and my heart will always belongs to you

Hanh Chau
You Should Know

You should know that each day I spend time with you my heart grows deeper and fonder for you knowing that love is flowing in the air

You should know that you bring joy and hope to me with every second that you are here

You should know that your love is what my heart is aching for when your sparkling blue eyes shining into me making me feeling weak and fragile like snow melted in the sun

You should know that I can't resist your affectionate because you are the truly kind one

You should know that God puts us together because we're meant to be together and so treat each other nice and kind

You should know that you play a major role in my life because I see you as my soul mate

You should know that if you every hurt me then my heart will break into pieces and it could never be recovered

You should know that if you ever abandon me then my world will fall apart like the world will come to an end

You should know that you are the precious thing for me to have and that I want to spend the rest of my life with

You should know that when I say I love you I mean it from the bottom of my heart and there is no game to play

You should know that I appreciate you because you are a special kind to find

Hanh Chau
Your Love

Your love brings me to the top Everest Mountain high with confidence and surprise
Your love embraces me with sunny delight with radiant and bright smile
Your love fills me with appreciation that indicated to me never take you for granted
Your love reminds me how lucky I am with a blessing from God's hand
Your love shares with me the joyous feeling like I am on cloud nine when I am with you
Your love shown me that laughter is encouraged and tear is no ashamed to display
What can I say with all the outstanding qualities you showcase
I feel fortunate to call you my babe
Your sincerity shown me that love is about giving and caring like a two-way street sign
Your guidance leads me with an understanding about life is a learning journey
with ups and downs like we both go through with strong-willed we survive
Your kindness embraces me like a cozy, colorful blanket wrapping me in warmth
What can I say about you that you are so endearing to me
I feel privilege to have known you
I would not definitely want to lose you
Out of my sight
Is only sad to say
It is my lost
So now you know why I am crazy about you
And falling in love with you
Because you are the best thing that ever happen to me
I truly consider you as the love of my life
from the bottom of my heart

Hanh Chau
Hanh Chau